
Worship Engagement and Devotion for week of May 29, 2022 
READ : Mark 2:13-17 and John 20:19-23 
The Deeply Formed Life 5 – Missional Presence in a Distracted and Disengaged World 

 
 

The Deeply Formed Life is a roadmap to live in the richly rooted place we all yearn for: a place 
of communion with God, a place where we find our purpose amid chaotic times.  
Join us in exploring five practices that can spark internal growth and help us reconcile our 
Christian faith with the complexities of race, sexuality, and social justice.  
This week, we explore the fifth practice for a deeply formed life – Missional Presence in a 
Distracted and Disengaged World. 
 

Questions for Reflection: 
• What spiritual practices have formed your life up to this point? Can you name any practices you want to grow in? 

• Read this week’s scriptures. Which words or phrases stand out to you? What do you sense God inviting you to 
today in light of these passages? 

• What do you think Jesus means when he says in John 20:21, “As the Father has sent me, even so I am sending 
you”? 

• To whom and to where do you sense God leading you in order to be more missionally intentional? What practical 
step can you take toward that end? 

• Much of the mission of Jesus takes place around food. Why is eating together a powerful environment for 
connecting with others, especially in a missional sense? 

• In what ways do you understand your work, vocation and/or your hobbies and interests to be your mission and 
your calling? How are you serving God through your work vocation, hobbies and interests? 

• Rich Villodas shares four practices of missional presence: hospitality, justice, commissioning in our work, and 
announcing the gospel. Which of these practices come easily to you? Which do you find more difficult to live out?  

• What step can you take to engage the world missionally in this next phase of your life? 
Adapted from The Deeply Formed Life by Rich Villodas 

 

Spiritual Practice: Acts of Kindness and Service 
Practice the spiritual discipline of service by sharing love and kindness in the name of Christ, striving to extend at least 
five acts of kindness this week. 
In the book The Walk: Five Essential Practices of the Christian Life, Adam Hamilton reminds us that, “if we’re serious 
about walking with Christ, we’ll cultivate the daily practice of serving God by serving others.” Consider ways that you can 
extend love and kindness as you go about your daily life. Whenever you extend an act of kindness, think about God’s 
love for you. 
 

Try one or more of these suggestions to engage in the practice of missional presence this week. 

• Practice 1: Make time to identify a person who is hurting or places of pain in our community that you can learn 
more about. As names and places come to mind, ask God to help you give expression to the burden you might be 
carrying. Is there someone who needs an encouraging phone call or text? Perhaps you can write a comforting letter 
or send a well-crafted care package to someone. Begin to work your ‘missional muscles’ by serving those in need 
around you. (The Deeply Formed Life, pg. 238) 

•  Practice 2: The practice of justice begins in small spaces. This week, do some research about Faith United and 
community organizations that are engaging in good work to serve those on the margins in your community. If you’re 
not already volunteering in some way, consider joining a ministry that is already ‘on the ground’ serving others. (The 
Deeply Formed Life pg. 240) Some suggestions might include: 

o Faith Kitchen 
o VBS and Camp Read-a-Lot 
o Love Your Neighbor   

 

Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, you are always moving toward the world in love. In the circle of your holy communion, you 
invite us to dance with you. As we live in this reality, give me the joyful urgency of inviting others in as well. May I live as 

one sent by you into a broken and bruised world. May be Christ for another.  In Jesus’ name. Amen. 
(The Deeply Formed Life pg. 239) 
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